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NEWS

An Amazon commissioned report revealed communication devices which can understand
and translate noises such as woofs and miaows will soon be on the shelves.
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You'll soon be able to have chats with your furry friend  (Image: Getty Images/iStockphoto)

Ever wondered why your dog won't stop barking at the neighbour? Want to know why

your cat wakes you early up by clawing at your face, every morning? You're about to be

given the answers.

That's because technology allowing you to speak to your pets is soon to hit the high

street. Yes, really.

An Amazon commissioned report, which coincided with the launch of its Shop The Future

online store, revealed communication devices which can understand and translate noises

such as woofs and miaows will soon be on the shelves.

What will Amazon bring us next? (Image: 2017 Getty Images)
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The report features several weird and wacky predictions for the future, by Anne Lise Kjaer

of Kjaer Global and William Higham of Next Big Thing, with Higham commenting at the

launch: "Pet-translator devices may help us get to know our dogs and cats better". It's hard

to disagree.

And also included on the list of inventions set to be sent from the future are fridges which

order your groceries when you're low on stock, and fitness trackers so small they can be

embedded in your body.

But as yet there are no predictions as to when we'll be able to get our hands on the pet
translators, giving us plenty of time to think up the millions of questions we've got for our

furry friends.
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